
 

Bachelor of Commerce 
The Independent Institute of Education (The IIE) 
 
The IIE Bachelor of Commerce (BCom) degree provides graduates with a broad-based business 
qualification that is invaluable in forging a career within the world of business. The Bachelor’s 
degree offers students a quality learning experience in the contemporary, dynamic and 
interesting field of business and strategic management. The degree is designed to prepare 
students for the increasingly complex demands they will face in the professional business 
environment. Graduates will enter the business world with solid theoretical knowledge 
supported by vital problem solving, critical thinking, decision-making and strategic skills. This 
Bachelor’s degree provides graduates with a highly marketable balance of knowledge, practical 
application and skills. 
 
 

What is this Degree’s accreditation status? 
 
The IIE BCom degree is accredited by the Council on Higher Education (CHE) and is registered by 
the South African Qualifications Authority (SAQA) on the National Qualifications Framework 
(NQF) as a 366-credit qualification on level 7 (SAQA ID: 84706). 
 
 

Who is the Bachelor’s degree aimed at? 
 
Distance study is ideal for working adults who prefer not to attend full-time lectures but 
still want to achieve a broad-based commerce degree with a focus on business and 
strategic management. 
 
 



 
 

 

What are the benefits of distance study? 
 
The distance delivery mode provides the student with the opportunity to study in the 
comfort of their home and to plan their study workload according to their individual 
pace. The support offered online and through other means ensures that the student is 
not left feeling alone in this process and can still enjoy high quality support throughout 
their learning journey. 
 
Our distance delivery has been designed with distance students’ needs in mind, and 
includes the following: 
• A structured online learning environment that will take you through the learning 

process making use of the best of instructional design thinking that will enable you 
to understand and apply your knowledge as you progress through the studies. The 
online design will ensure that you do not get lost. 

• A learner guide designed to lead the student through the textbook. It includes 
questions and answers for practice and revision. 

• Online Tutors who are subject experts and maintain the human experience of the 
learning process in each module with you. 

• A Programme Success Tutor who supports your learning journey across all your 
modules. 
 

 
 
 

What entry requirements will I need to study this Bachelor’s degree? 

To be registered as a candidate you must have satisfied the admission requirements as set out 
below:  

Minimum 
Admission 
 
Requirements 

  English Maths/HG Math 
Lit/SG 

Notes 

NSC: 
Bachelor pass 
with 

50% 40% or 60%   

NC(V): 
Bachelor pass 
with 

50% 60% or 60%   

SC: 
Endorsement 
with 

50% 40% or 60%   

SC(a): 
Bachelor pass 
with 

50% 40% or 60%   

NOTE: 
 

While you can generally structure your study time as you need to, there are scheduled 
online sessions through which you can receive mediated support, assignment and 
examination deadlines to consider and timetables, to keep your studies moving 
forward. 

 
A reliable internet connection, own device with (at least) Windows 8 and Google 
Chrome, are all essential for any student enrolling for this programme. 



 
 

 

International An USAf Exemption Certificate to degree studies is 
required and meeting the relevant Maths and English 
requirements. 

A cognate Higher Certificate or 240 credit 
Diploma OR  an Advanced Certificate or 360 
credit Diploma may satisfy the minimum 
admission requirements to degree studies. 

If discipline not 
cognate at least 20% of 
credits must be 
academic literacy or 
numeracy related. 

Alternate 
Admission: 
 (Should 
additional 
entrance 
requirements 
not be met at 
NSC Grade 12, 
then, in some 
instances, 
entrance may 
be granted 
based on 
Grade 11 
marks)  

  NSC Notes 

English 40-49% if achieved 50% min in Grade 11 - applicable 
to contact and distance students  

Mathematics  30-39% register for tutorial sessions for numeracy 
modules - applicable only to contact students 
in 2019 and 2020 

Mathematical 
Literacy 

50-59% register for tutorial sessions for numeracy 
modules - applicable only to contact students 
in 2019 and 2020 

 

Senate Discretionary Admissions:  
Mature Age 
Exemption 

Candidates having attained the age of 23 before or during the first year of 
registration with a  Senior Certificate with a minimum of 40% in at least 
four higher or standard grade subjects, at least three of which shall have 
been passed simultaneously and one of which shall be a recognised higher 
grade subject; OR Candidates must have attained the age of 45 before or 
during the first year of registration.  
 
An USAf exemption Certificate is required. 
 
Candidates 23 years and older at point of registration, with an endorsed 
Senior Certificate (with or without  maths but must have passed English at 
33.3%) can be accepted on The IIE BCom on a senate discretionary mature 
age admission. Their academic progress will be tracked and reported at 
Senate. An USAf Exemption Certificate is not required. 

Recognition 
of Prior 
Learning 
(RPL) 

Candidates must demonstrate suitability for admission in terms of Senate’s 
resolution 6.6 of 20 October 2005 which allows for Senate’s discretionary 
conditional admission (if applicable). 

USAf 
approved 
cognate 
foundation 
programme 

Candidates who have completed an USAf approved cognate foundation 
programme from a registered and accredited provider may  be admitted. 
The additional Maths/Math Lit and English criteria fall away.  
An USAf Exemption Certificate is required   -   the Office of the Registrar 
will facilitate, on behalf of the student, an application for degree admission 
to USAf, once the student has provided proof of payment to USAf. 

Transfer 
students 

Candidates who have successfully completed at least 120 credits on the 
first year of a cognate degree may be admitted.  However, if a student 
completed less than 120 credits, the admission criteria on the NSC or 
equivalent apply. 



 
 

 

OQSF 
qualifications 

Candidates with an OQSF Level 5 cognate qualification may be admitted, 
provided the OQSF qualification has at least 120 credits at NQF Level 5. An 
USAf Exemption Certificate is required   -   the Office of the Registrar will 
facilitate, on behalf of the student, an application for degree admission to 
USAf, once the student has provided proof of payment to USAf. 

General 
Education 
Development 
(GED) - An 
USA 
qualification 
developed by 
the American 
Council on 
Education 
(ACE) 

Candidates with a GED qualification may be admitted if they have an USAf 
Foreign Conditional Exemption Certificate as well as NBT: AQL  results and 
have obtained a score of at least 51 for Academic Literacy (AL) and a score 
of at least 40 for Quantitative  Literacy (QL).  

 
If you have not met these minimum entry requirements but have a NSC with higher certificate 
or diploma entry into higher education, you may wish to consider registering for The IIE Higher 
Certificate in Business Principles and Practice (HCBPP) first as a pathway to this degree.  
 
Please note, requirements for entry to this qualification are correct at the time of printing, 
however, these may change. At the time of registration, please check that the entry 
requirements have not changed. 
 
 

What is The Teaching and Learning Strategy of The IIE’s Varsity College, and how will 
it help prepare me for the 21st century working world?  
  
At The IIE’s Varsity College we are proud of and passionate about our shift away from the 
‘traditional lecturing’ methodology to our blended-learning strategy – the VCBlend. 
 
This blended-learning strategy creates opportunities for our student to work collaboratively, 
with peers and their educators, to construct their understanding of concepts. Student 
engagement is supported by the use of learning management system (LMS) and the online 
learning materials that have been developed to underpin our teaching strategy. 
 
This student-focused approach compels our students to be accountable for their learning while 
developing the critical skills they will need to thrive in the rapidly changing 21st century work 
environment. 
 
As such, academic life for our students is dynamic, challenging and relevant. 
  



 
 

 

How is this Bachelor’s degree structured at The IIE’s Varsity College? 
 
Informed by the principle of flexibility, a selection of modules will be offered each semester to 
accommodate a study journey to suit the personal needs of the student within the qualification 
progression rules. 
 
The curriculum below is correct at the time of print. Please note that in line with academic 
practice, The IIE’s curriculum is reviewed annually thus changes may occur in module structure 
and sequence in order to ensure that the qualification remains relevant. The exit level outcomes 
of the programme do not change. Registered students receive an updated programme 
curriculum on an annual basis. 
 
The IIE BCom consists of 26 modules in total and students have a maximum of 7 years to 
complete all the modules. This applies to both the Strategic Management and the Marketing 
Management core disciplines. 
 
A minimum registration of two module per semester and a recommended maximum of four 
modules per semester is encouraged (provided pre-requisite rules are met as a student 
progresses). 
 
Students will have the option of joining support sessions that will be offered online or, 
depending on demand, face-to-face at IIE’s Varsity College Exam Centres. These sessions are 
recommended, as they provide the opportunity for discussion and conceptual engagement, 
over-and-above the module’s academic content, which will be covered by your online tutor. 
Should students opt not to participate in any of these support sessions, recordings of these 
sessions will be available, as well as the learner guide, textbook and online facilitation, which 
will provide the support required for student success. 
 
NOTE: If you are interested in these face-to-face support workshops, please indicate this at point 
of registration. 
  



 
 

 

The IIE Bachelor of Commerce (BCom) Curriculum Plan:  
Strategic Management Core Discipline 

 

Year 1: 2020 

Semester 1 Semester 2 

Applied Communication Techniques – 
APCT5121w 

Business Management 1B – BMNG5122w 

Business Management 1A – BMNG5121w Introduction to Marketing – MAKT5112w 

Economics 1A – PMIC5111w Economics 1B – PMAC5112w 

Year 2: 2021 

Accounting 1A – ACBP5121w* Accounting 1B – ACBP5122w* 

Business Management 2A – BMNG6221w Business Management 2B – BMNG6222w 

Industrial Relations – INRL6221w Quantitative Techniques – QUAT6221w 

Year 3: 2022 

Business Management 3A – BMNG7321w Business Management 3B – BMNG7322w 

Financial Management – FINM6221w Retail Management – RETM6222w 

Introduction to Research – INRS7321w Research Practice – REPR7312w 

Year 4: 2023 

Enterprise Risk Management - ENRM7322w 
Information and Knowledge Management – 
INKM7322w 

Supply Chain Management – SPCM7321w Business Law – BUSL6222w 

Project Management – PRMN6220w Work Integrated Learning – XBCM7329w 

 
• ACBP5121w is a prerequisite for ACBP5122w 
 

NOTE: Students have a MAXIMUM of 7 years in which to complete this qualification 
• Curriculum and content are subject to change. 
• Students will be required to register per academic year. 
• Fees stated are per academic year and not for the full qualification. 
• Students who are unsuccessful in a module(s) will need to reregister for that 

module 
 

Should you complete your registration beyond the academic commencement of the 
semester, registration into individual modules cannot be guaranteed. Registration 
will be dependent on the availability of space within the relevant module group. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 

 

The IIE Bachelor of Commerce (BCom) Curriculum Plan: 
Marketing Management Core Discipline 

 

Year 1: 2020 

Semester 1 Semester 2 

Applied Communication Techniques – 
APCT5121w 

Introduction to Marketing – MAKT5112w 

Business Management 1A – BMNG5121w Business Management 1B – BMNG5122w 

Economics 1A – PMIC5111w Economics 1B – PMAC5112w 

Year 2: 2021 

Accounting 1A – ACBP5121w* Accounting 1B – ACBP5122w* 

Business Management – BMNG6221w Business Management 2B – BMNG6222w 

Marketing 2A – MAKT6211w Marketing 2B – MAKT6212w 

 Quantitative Techniques – QUAT6221w 

Year 3: 2022 

Financial Management – FINM6221w Business Law – BUSL6222w 

Introduction to Research – INRS7321w Research Practice – REPR7312w 

Marketing 3A – MAKT7311w Marketing 3B – MAKT7312w 

Year 4: 2023 

Business Management 3A – BMNG7321w Business Management 3B – BMNG7322w 

Digital Marketing – DGMK6222w Work Integrated Learning – XBCM7329w 

Information and Knowledge Management – 
INKM7322w 

 

 
• ACBP5121w is a prerequisite for ACBP5122w 
 

NOTE: Students have a MAXIMUM of 7 years in which to complete this qualification 
• Curriculum and content are subject to change. 
• Students will be required to register per academic year. 
• Fees stated are per academic year and not for the full qualification. 
• Students who are unsuccessful in a module(s) will need to reregister for that 

module 
 

Should you complete your registration beyond the academic commencement of the 
semester, registration into individual modules cannot be guaranteed. Registration 
will be dependent on the availability of space within the relevant module group. 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 

 

Where do I write my exams? 
 
The IIE’s Varsity College Exam Centres 
Eight IIE Varsity College Campus exam centres are available within South Africa for 
selection as the exam centre at which you would write exams and receive operational 
support.  
 
Please note that students studying in the distance mode may opt to attend optional 
contact workshops.  These are only available at The IIE’s Varsity College Campus Exam 
Centres. A Consultant will provide you with the details. 
 
Alternative Venues 
An alternative examination centre is only permissible for international students and 
those located in a province of South Africa where there is no IIE campus. It is your 
responsibility to identify an examination centre (educational or religious site or embassy 
or consulate) if you have not already done so. Once you have secured your examination 
venue, we require a letter confirming availability from the examination centre you have 
chosen. If a change of examination venue is required – it is again the student’s 
responsibility to locate a new venue and provide the confirmation letter together with 
the supporting documentation which details the reason for the examination venue 
change.  
 
Please note, once the examination venue is selected and confirmed, it cannot be 
changed within eight weeks prior to the summative examination. 
 
 

What must I pass in order to graduate with this Bachelor’s degree? 
 
In order to be awarded this qualification, you must have achieved a minimum final year mark of 
fifty percent (50%) for each module of the programme; and have met all the Work Integrated 
Learning requirements, where applicable. 

 
 
With what qualification will I graduate? 
 
You will graduate with The IIE Bachelor of Commerce  degree. 
 
 

Career opportunities: what career areas can I pursue once I have completed this 
Bachelor’s degree? 
 
This degree will open up an attractive range of career options; this degree is a perfect stepping 
stone to a diverse and exciting range of business related career opportunities, depending on 
which core discipline you choose. 
 
Marketing Management core discipline 

• General Management 

• Marketing Management 

• Market Research 

• Consulting 
  



 
 

 

 
Strategic Management core discipline 

• General Management 

• Entrepreneurship 

• Strategic Management 

• Consulting 

 
Would it be possible to study further and obtain a postgraduate qualification once I 
have completed The IIE Bachelor of Commerce degree? 
 
The IIE Bachelor of Commerce is accredited by the South African Council on Higher Education 
and registered on the South African National Qualifications Framework (NQF) at level 7 – the 
same level as other equivalent undergraduate degrees offered at other South African higher 
education institutions.  As a result, the opportunity to apply for a postgraduate 
certificate/diploma or Honours degree with The IIE or any other South African higher education 
institution does exist. However, different institutions sometimes have different requirements 
for admission to the programmes they offer. These requirements also change from time to time 
within institutions. For this reason, acceptance into various programmes are based on meeting 
all the institution-specific entrance requirements, the availability of space, as well as the 
applicants’ academic results 
 
Graduates of the IIE Bachelor of Commerce degree can deepen their insight and expertise in the 
management discipline by enrolling for the IIE Bachelor of Commerce Honours in Management. 
Not only will this qualification develop a higher level of business acumen in students, it will also 
develop their ability to apply solution-focused, systemic research geared towards building 
businesses in the South African and African economy, as well as the ability to function in an 
international context 
 
Graduates can also consider registering for The IIE’s Postgraduate Certificate in Education in 
Senior Phase (SP) and Further Education and Training (FET) which is a professional teaching 
programme that seeks to ‘cap’ a suitable undergraduate degree. The purpose of this programme 
is to qualify students to follow a career in teaching in the Senior Phase (Grades 7-9) and Further 
Education and Training band (Grades 10-12). 

 
Call your nearest IIE’s Varsity College campus to discuss your career options with one of our 
Consultants.   
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Disclaimer:  Please note that this fact sheet is accurate at the time of publication.  The 
Independent Institute of Education (The IIE) reserves the right to alter any of the content prior 
to commencement of registration due to changes in regulation, policy, market requirements or 
any other valid reason.  
 

 
 
British Accreditation Council 
 
The IIE is not only accredited in South Africa but its dedication to providing quality education 
also led to it being accredited by the British Accreditation Council (BAC) in 2014. The British 



 
 

 

Accreditation Council is an independent authority in the United Kingdom that accredits private 
providers globally, including Greece, Switzerland, Singapore, India, Mauritius and the United 
Arab Emirates.  In 2017 The IIE had its accreditation status confirmed by the BAC as an 
Independent Higher Education Institution confirming our confidence in the international 
comparability of our standards. 
 
“South African students need to know, when they select a private higher education institution, 
that the standards offered are equivalent to those of a public University. Our students get this 
from our extensive local accreditation and registration.  The students also benefit from knowing 
that we meet international standards too. The IIE is accredited as an Independent Higher 
Education Institution by the British Accreditation Council. Locally and internationally we have 
demonstrated the quality of what we offer,” said Dr Coughlan, Director, The Independent 
Institute of Education. 
 
The IIE’s Varsity College students can be confident that their IIE learning experience meets 
international best practice standards.” 


